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In my last column, I spoke about

Dear Dr. Ruth:

how my years of higher education did
not fully prepare me for my career
in the market research industry. As I
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thought about the differences between
university and my currenr career, one
of the research tools I had in mind was
market segmentation.
Becauseof my background in
statistics, my firm quickly exposed me
to segmentation analysis. Perhaps I did
not take the right courses,considering
that while I was in school I had little
knowledge of what a career in market
research would entail, but I took many
stats classesand was never exposed to
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this rype of analysis. Now that I have
worked with segmentation, I have some

Ruth Corbin, CMRP

The arbitrator will first encourage

My firm has been working for a
Communiry Council in Ontario
that opposesbike lanes on one of
our main thoroughfares. (\7e are in

the parties to resolve the complaint

no way related to Rob Ford's reelection campaign.) The Cycle for

evidenceand arguments.The process

Cities advocacy group has conducted
a survey claiming overwhelming
suppoft for bike lanes among
taxpayers in the communiry. \7e told
the Communiry Council that we
believe that survey to be junk science.
Besideswriting an editorial about it in
the city newspaper, we also intend to
submit a formal complaint about its
poor qualiry to MRIA. Can we expect
MRIA to take up our cause, and

through mediation. If mediation is
unsuccessful, a hearing will take place
in which both parties may submit
is governed by an orderly schedule.
Itt nor a legalprocess,but it is a
formalized objective process befitting
a self-regulatory organization like
MRIA. There's even an appeal stage
possible if either parry thinks there
has been a compromise to objectivity
or due process.
If your complaint is found to
have merit, then the consequences
for the MRIA member (whose work

questions about the best approach.

sanction the MRIA member company
who did the survey for Cycle for

has been found to contradict the

I am still new to the industry, but the
way that many traditional segmentation

Cities?

is, the confidentialiry provision for

studies are conducted seemsodd to
'W'hen
me.
we attempt to segment
people based on answers to behavioural
questions,it seemsthat we are missing
something. Behaviour, I think, would
be best studied by doing and observing,
not by asking. I understand clients
have limited budgets and running fullscale behavioural observation research
is not practical, but could we look
more closely at ways to better study
behaviour?
I think segmentation needs a
firm mix of both rich qualitative
observationsand sound quantitative
data in order to make it truly robust.
A mix of video diaries and attitudinal
surveys would really wow any client if
well-executed and clearly presented.
You might be thinking that these points
are obvious... maybe they are, but as
a fairly new market researcher,I find
them fascinating. Being exposed to
traditional segmentation analysis in
the work place has not made me think
of barriers but instead has opened my
eyesto a world of possibilitiesfor doing
some really cool analysis.
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No-Spin Ciry

Code) may become public. That
taking part in the process is only in

Dear No-Spin:

force until a decision is made that the
complaint has "succeeded."

You're in luck. MRIA has just
upgraded its complaint resolution

V/hatever the outcome, you wont
find MRIA taking up your "cause"

procedure to answer all your
concerns. MRIAT new complaint
resolution procedure is overseen by an
independent arbitrator. A complaint

as a political matter. MRIAs interesr

against a member company can only
be made in reference to MR[a-s
published Code of standardsand
guidelines - the Code forms the outer
limits of the scope of what complaints
can be heard by MRIA. Your phrase
"junk science"does not appearin
MRIAs Code, so you would have to
translateyour concerns into Coderelated issuesofreliabiliry validiry, or
integrity ofthe researchprocess.
Pleasenote the lollowing
important Feature:In submirring a
complaint, you must first agreero a
confi dentialiry and non-disclosure
arrangement.That means vou cant
discussthe complaint in public or
convey that a complaint is being
made. So you will have ro choose
between your newspaperedirorial
plans and your complaint plans.

throughout the process is strictly
about scientific and professional
integrity. \flant to know more? Call
CEO Kara Mitchelmore at 416-6429793 ext.8724.
d.r.

Dear Dr. Ruth:
I usedto think correlationimplied
causation.Then I took an MRLA
statisticscourse,and now I dont. The
coursehelped,right?
Outliar
Dear Outliar,
You'rejust messingwith us, right?
d.r.

Pleasesend your questions for Dr.
Ruth to rcorbin@corbinDarrners.com.

